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Electronic lodgement
All documents
Performance solutions should always be documented
Certainly valuable
Performance solutions should become publicly available and searchable, similar to what
happens to clause 4.6 objections and case law. This would allow the creation of a “common
law” in construction that could be in the future converted into “deemed to satisfy” solutions
under the BCA.
All designers involved in the project should inspect the building site at relevant stages. If any
issue found they should report it to the builder and reinspect. If still non conforming, then
they must report to the building commissioner. The builder then needs to provide evidence
that all designers inspected the construction before Occupation certificate.
Central role. They should:
• collect sub-declarations from contractors
• Have confirmation from the designers that they inspected the site at the
appropriate stages
• issue a single final declaration
Each project should have at least 1 responsible builder (home building licensing and
insurance could be a model for this)
Yes, when they are dodgy
Generally yes. Some ideas:
• Architects already have a strong registration system in the NSW Architects
Registration Board
• Building Designers should be registered by the NSW Architects Registration board as
discussed above.
• Engineers could use the NER
• Drafters with no experience/qualifications should only be allowed to work under
the supervision of another experienced professional of that area (architect, building
designer, engineer, etc.)
All consultants involved in the design
Insurance is the No. 1 requirement. Also, minimum qualifications and experience should be
prescribed to each category.
At least Professional indemnity, public liability, workers compensation.
Minimum values should be at least 2x the value of the largest project the consultant is
involved with at any moment
Ability to lead a consultant team, knowledge in their chosen field
Yes, at least certificate 4 for building designers, degree for engineers
Minimum 2 years of experience working under a registered professional of the same or
higher category.
Delegate power to councils and certifiers to check registration at DA or CC lodgement.
Maybe a central database of all registered professionals (consolidating information from the
ARB, NER, etc.) and projects where they are involved.
All categories
All work
Should follow the contract chain
The consumers who are actually purchasing the properties (home owners, investors, etc.)
The ones with the least power to exert control over the construction process should be
afforded more protection.

Regards,
Fabricio Siqueira
Architect
NSW
Elected Board Member NSW
Master of Property Development (UNSW)
Bachelor of Architecture and Urban Planning
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